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Abstract. In this, paper, various optimality problems (such as the shortest route, most reliable 
route and maximum capacity route problems) are studiec in networks which admit a tree-hke 
representation. A general decomposition algorithm is prs ser?ted which offers important compu- 
tational advantages over standard matrix-type optima1it.i calculations Moreover, when imple- 
mented for particular classes of decomposed neWor!;\, the general &orithm is shown to pro- 
vide substantial improvements over existing decomposition. methods. 
1. Introduction 
When physic tl networks are realistically large,, their representation 
arzd manipulation !s sometimes impossible ntirely within the primary 
(f(act-access) storsige of computers. This is especially the case when ma- 
trix-type optimahty calculations, as those which occur in fjnding shor- 
test routes betv.-::en all pairs of nodes in a network, must bc performed. 
Therefore, in rec:ent years there has been considerable interest in the 
possibility of decomposing agiven network into smaller subne tworks 
which CC~M beaccommsbdated within the ptimary computer store. Cal~u- 
lations can then be performed on these smailer stibnetworks; hopefully, 
the information so obtained can be suitably recombined to yield the in- 
formation required f.rom the original larger network. Moreover, if the 
or&inal network is reasonably sparse, then a substantial reduction jrl 
computational labor can be expected through the use of such decornpo- 
sition. 
Two basic results have been obtained along such lines for the decom- 
position ~slf networks in shortest route calculations: Land and Stairs [ 5 1 
consider networks which can be decomposed into centrally overlapping 
subnetworks, vlhile Hu [3] treats networks which can be decomposed 
into linearly overlapping subnetworks. This paper extends such results 
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in two directiom;. First, a nlore general type of network decomposition 
is developc&T which inciudr:a s special cases the decompositions studied 
by Land and Stairs and I:):, Hu. Second, a more general type of network 
optirnality problem is t:?e:ated which includes as special cases the shortest 
route, most r&able route and maximum capacity route problems. 
After introducing certain preliminary notions and results concerning 
optimal values (Section Z), the concept of a tree-structured network is 
presented and a general decomposition algorithm for such networks is 
tated (Sectj~n~ 3). A formal justification of the algorithm, employing a 
noveC algebrCc (as opposed to graph-theoretic) approach, is given in 
&on 4, Finally, computational aspects of the general algorithm arc 
discussed in liection 5. When specialized to Land-Stairs and I-Iu net- 
f trx pesent algorithm is shown tn be definitely preferable to 
g algorithms for these networks. 
2. e algebra of optimail values 
t 
and x 
S be ;I set on which are (defined two abstract binary operations + 
9 satisfying 
u+b=b+a, 
(1) 
a+(b+c)=(a+b)+c, a(bc) =:(ab)c, 
aCb+c)=tlb+uc, (L,+c)a=bi;+ca, 
aQiFa, 
for aI a, b, c E S. (The juxtaposition a b is used here to indicate the 
product I$! X h ) Furthermore, it is supposed that S cc#ntains a nulll ele- 
Uretzt 14 for w:hil=fi 
a u =l4u=tr, 
a collection (S, +, X is termed a binoid. 
there denotes the set of real 
oids c:xist for which S is not a subslet of 
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Table 1 
Six useful binoids 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
S + X t : e 
RU min real 
j;x~R:x20)u &} 
0 
min real multiplication 
{x_~R:x2O)u (-} max real multiplication 
extended numbers; any lattice a 
gest a element in the set with 
= X intersection) a Algebraic similar 
the have employed se~.r~ral most by 
“2’ j, in the course of investigating network optimality problems. 
.No\;l suppose that G = (AT d 1 is a finite directed iietw0i-k over S: that . 9 
is to say, G consists of a finite set N of nodes and a finite set H of arcs 
with aij E S denoting the vIaltie of the arc (i, j) directed from node i to 
node j. These arc values aii can be arranged in an rt-dimensioilal square 
matrix A = (aij), where ~1 = INI. Nonexistent arcs (i, j) in the network 
are assigned the value ajj = U. 
A path p in the network is a sequence of arcs [(iO, i, ), (il , i2), . . . . 
(ik_l, &)I. A path is termed elementary if all nodes appearing along the 
path are distinct. A circuit is a path for which i, = ik i ‘The value u(p) of 
z path p is defined as the product, with respect to the binoid (S, +, X), 
of its arc values, i.e., 
‘(PI = aieil ail,i2 -=* aik_l,ik l 
A network is termed semi-definite if for all circuits, q of G, 
If PjI denotes tlhe set of all elementary paths from node i to node j in 
the network, then the optimal value us is defined by 
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l 
,C V@) ifi#j,Pijf@, 
P’Q 
a$=: u ifi# j 3 Pij z (3, 
e ifi=j. 
The matrix A * =: (a$) of all optimal values is called the oprimaliity ma- 
trix of th; network. The basic optimality problem in networks over a 
binoid is ““lat of determining the optimal values a.$ from a knowledge of 
the arc va.f 9es dZij* 
e s@ificance of the optimal values can be illustrated with refe- 
to tb,e binoids of Table 1. For binoid I, a$ represents the length 
bin the usljLal additive sense) of the shortest elementary path from node 
i to node /r’, i + j, in the network. For binoid II, ai”;: represents the length 
of the longest elementary path from node i to node j, Other important 
physical interpretations can be given to the a$ for the remaining binoids 
of TabYe 1. Indeed, when the arc values represent probabilities, then 
binoid IV is appropriate for studying the most reliable route problem, 
irb which c,,ne seeks path(s) the product of whose arc values is as large as 
possible. (2n the other hand, when the arc values represent capacities, 
then binoid Vl is relevant o the maximum capacity route problem, in 
which one seeks path(s) the smallest of whose arc values is as large as 
posr;ible. 
For matrices B and C whose elements belong to S, the matrix sum 
1’ + C and protiuct B C are defined in the usual way (see for instance 
[ .2 1). The properties (1) of the binoid (S, +, X ) insure that for cot&m 
mable matrices B, C, D we have: 
B+C=C+B, 
B+(C+D)=(B+C)+D, B (CD) = (B C)D , 
B(C+D)=BC+BD, (-3 D)B = CB +LL?S , 
B+B=B. 
A ilull matrix e/r hf!l of whose entries are equal to tl satisfks 
U+B=B+C’=B, UB=U, BU=U, 
able ~r!latrices B. An identity for matrix multiplication is the 
Uare matrix E z (t~ii), where eij = e if i = j and eij = u 
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otherwise. Furthermore, the optimahty matrix A * is known [ 23 to be 
idempotent with respect o matrix multiplication, i.e., 
(2) A*A* =A*. 
Before proceeding to the statement of a. fundamental result for net- 
works over a binoici, it is convenient o introduce the concept of *‘do- 
minance”. The matrix X0 is said to be the dominant solution to a ma- 
trix equation if X, is a solution to tbp 0 e&IV,quation and if for all other solu- 
tions X, X + X, = X. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a semi-def7nitp network over a birzoid (S, +, x ) 
with arc value matrix A. Suppose thut X (!nd Z are matrices with ele- 
ments in S. Then the matrix equi’ion X = A X + 2 has the domkarzt so- 
lution X = A* 2. 
This result was first demonstrated by Murchland [ 61 for the shortest 
: ou ee problem and later generalized by Car& [ 21 to optimality prob- 
lems over a “semiring”. The extension to the mare general algebraic 
btructure of a binoid is easily made. The assumption that G be semi- 
definite is quite crucial to the above theorem. For example, when s.pe- 
cialized to binoid I of Table 1 (the shortest route problem), this requi- 
rement means that no circuit in the network should possess negative 
length. 
3. The decomposition algorithm 
Before introducing the essential concept of a tree-structured network, 
it is necessary to present first some reievant erminology. 
A finite undirected graph consists of a finite set of nodes and a finitz 
set of edges joining pairs of nodes in the graph. The sequence of edges 
(WI, w2, .e4 wk) is said to form a c/lain whenever LI + 1 nodes i,, i1 3 l **7 
ik cam be identified so that %ui joins nodes i;_1 and $ for i = 1, 2, . . . . k. 
A chain is elementary if it does not meet the same node twice. A chain 
joining a node to itself and having at least three distinct edges is termed 
a cycle. If every pair of distinct nodes of a graph are joined by a chain, 
then the graph is said to be connected. A tree is a connected graph 
which contains no cycles. 
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Et is now supposed that the nodes N of the origina. n&work G can be 
partitioned in to nz Z 2 disjoint sets of nodes N, 9 N, , . ..? Nnl which ex- 
r*rbit :: tree :,tructure when viewed as an undirected graph T(C). More 
precisely, the nodes of T(G) are the sets N, , N,, . ..) Nm and an edge 
joins with Ni, i + 1, in T(G) whenever some arc in the original net- 
work exists b&veen a node in lVi and a node in Ni. The grap’h T(G) so 
constructed is assumed then to be a tree. In such a case, the original net- 
work is said to form a tree-structured network.. A tree-structured net- 
wlai*k is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. 
It is to be no.i;cd that the basic type of network treated by Land and 
Stars [ 51 represenis one par;:icular tree-structured network: namely, 3 
stai- (see Fig. 2). Likewise, the type of network cons:dered by Hu [ 31 
rqesents another particular tree-structured network: a chain (see Fig. 
3). rhe concept of a tree-structured network thus allows the realistic 
representation of a much more :-=xtensive class of networks than has 
bee*] previously possible. 
Q 
Nz 
f 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
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The present approach relies on the following property of trees. That 
is, in any tree there always exists a pendtirzt node - a node which is in- 
cident with precisely one edge [ 1 ] . When such a pendant node i and its 
incident edge are deleted from a tree T, then a new tree T - i is formed. 
This process of deleting a pendant node together with its incident edge 
can then be repeated anew using the tree T - i. Therefore, give ,I the tree 
graph T(G), the node sets can be suitably relabe!ed so that N, is ;: pen- 
dant node of T(G), N, is a pendant node of r(Gj --N,, . . . . Nm_l is a 
pendant nods of T(G) -N, - . . . - Nm _2. The tree-structured networks 
depicted in Figs. l-3 have been labeled in this way. 
Moreover, for each index i # nz there is associated aunique index r(i) 
such that NrtlI is the next node set after i’d, on the unique elementary 
chain joining Ni and N, in the tree T(Gi Because of the assumed label- 
ing, it is always the case that r(i) > i. Tdble 2 displays the indices r(i) 
for the tree of Fig. 1. These indices r(i) completely characterize the tree 
(see [7]). Indeed, the tree can be reconstructed from such information 
by first locating Nm and then jolning it by an edge with all Nj for which 
r(i) = m. Each set Ni thus ge xsratwl is then joined with all Nj for which _ 
r(i) = i, and so on, until all node sets have been included. 
Let the arc value matrix 14 for the tree-structured network G be par- 
titioned as A = (Aij), where Aii is the submatrix corresponding to arcs 
joining nodes Of Ni to nodes of Ni. Let A *, the optimality matrix for G, 
be similarly partitioned as A * . = (X,). It is assumed that the node sets 
ha!le been suitably relabeled in the manner described. Hence the if” 
row of A, i # m, is given by 
where the submatrices Aik (k < i) are null unless I = i. Also, the lilth 
row of A is given by 
Table 2 
The indices J-(Z) for the tree of Fig. 1. 
-~~ 
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
r(d) 6 6 9 6 8 8 9 9 
-- - 
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ere the submatrices ~4,~ (k < m) are null unless Y(@ = ML 
‘The proposed deccwapositiwz algroriithm for tree-structured semi-&j?- 
Nile neh~rks C over a binoid LS, +, X ) consists of the folllowing steps: 
whefe &, , ib&+ . . . Nk are the intermediate node Sets visited on th 3 
elementary chain in T i G) extending frolrn Ni to IV”. 
The indicated matrix additions and multiplications are of course 
those induced by .the binoid (S, +, >I: ). Aiso, it is supposed tlhat some 
standard matrix technique is zTrailable for calculating the B’$ of Steps 2 
and 3. 
In this d.eIimmpositiclri a gorithm, Steep 2corresponds to a forward 
pass durkg which the rrc=ie sets IV,, Nz, . . . . NM _1 are succe~ssively “eli- 
inated”’ fr$Qrn thti: tree, while Step 3 corresponds to a backward pass 
dwing which the node sets ;Ym - r , IV, __2, .. . . N, are succe&veiy “re- 
stored”. At th2 end of this backward pass, the submatricesXij of opti- 
mal value:5 are available if either 1 = j or if Ni and Ni are joined by an 
edge in 11, G). F inaily, in Step 4 the remaining submatrices of optimal 
v:<lues are calcviated by m&plying tlogether the known submatrlces 
nding F o r;uccesPive edges of the elementary chain joining the 
ode zt,!; in T(G). 
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4. kadfication of the algorithm 
The justification 10.: the decomposition algorithm for tree-structured 
networks G is facilita;Zed by first proving two lemmas. It is assumed 
throughout hat G is 1.1 semi-definite network over the binoid (S, +, X ). 
Lemma 4.1. At the end of Step 2, 
B, ‘A,,+ C -4, B,i 3 fiari= 1, 2, .a.ym . 
r(k) = i 
Proof. Initially, B, = A, in Step 1 and B, is changed in Step 2 onl> 
during the elimination of a node set Nk fcr w:hich I = i. Thus 
Ho-wever, for i = r(k), the use of (2), (5) and (6) gives 
-f’ik Bki =A, B$k B$k Aki = Aa B”’ A rk kk ki =A, Bki , 
whence ‘rtie result follows. 
Lemma 4.2. For the submatrices XSS and XSr oj’a partitiorted opt.in,taiirJI 
matrix A * = (Xii>, 
Proof. Let Xss = (xfi), Xsr = (A$$ be the submatrices of optimal values 
from nodes i E NS to nodes k E N,, and from nodes k E Np to nodes 
j E N,, respectively. Then, since i t-z NS and x;‘: = e, 
c st x;; xkj 
kEivs k E TVs 
k#t?’ 
However, each non-null term xi’ xi> (_k # i) of the summation corress- 
ponds to a path from i E NS to k E NS, concatenated with a path from 
k E Ns to j E Ntq and therefore corresponds to a valid path from i E N, 
to j EE N,. But x$ is the optimal value from i E NS to j E- N,, SO by 1Artue 
. 
8 
of G and the idempotency law of (I), 
t Ssju 
algorithm relies on repeated applications 
uent discussion, i and j always denote 
nz.) According to Theorem 2. I, A * = <xii) 
the dominant solution to 
m (3) gnd CT), it follows that for i jt j and i # m 
r:ed that in fact 
This assertion wiil be demonstrated through an inductive argument. 
Quite clearly 
and so Ler-;ma 4. I, applied when i = 1, yields 
j~ant solution of (‘Q, it is rkever advan- 
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tageous to use anything but the dominant solution of (12), which Sjy 
Theorem 2.1 is precisely 
X,i =A?, A l,r(l) X P(l),] =4,rl,:l) X r(l),/ ’ 
by virtue of (5) and (I 1). Therefore, the assertion (9) hloids for i = 1. 
Stippose the assertion is true for indices k G i, where i < nz. Then from 
(8) with i < j 
since by ( lO), k < i < j, and so the induc:t ive hypothesis can be applied. 
By Lemma 4.1, 
and so by Theorem 2.1 and eq. (5) 
xij = Bi?j Ai r(i) xr(i) j = Bi r(i) Xr(i) j l , Z , , 
The assertion thus follows by induction. 
In particular, 
( l 3, xi r(r) = Bi r(C Xr(i),r(i) if+<: n-2 . , 9 , 
Similarly, using A * = A*A -t- E and the p.malogous version of Theorem 
2.1, one obtains 
i 14) xr(o i = xr(i),r(i) Br(i),i , 3 i Cl n: . 
From (4) and (‘i), it fcAows that 
X mm “” c -s4mk xkm ‘An~tn Xmm fE 
r(k) :r: m 
= z nmk Bh Xmm + Am, .Xmm *fE by (13), 
r(k) = m 
=Bmm X,, +E by Lemma 4.1. 
An ayplkation of T eorem 2.4 produces 
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s. ( 131-C 16) verify the assertions of Step 3. Now the calculations 
where i is necessarily distinct from j, must be substan- 
tiated. Suppose that zhe elementary chtiin in T(G) between -1vi and A>, 
i + j, pasxs in sxcession through the node sets Ni, Nkl, . . . . .$, Nj. 
Then it i!; clairmd that 
xi, ‘= .Yi k x,, k2 . . . x,, ’ . 
91 * ?'J 
This is easily proved by induction on d[i, j), ;he number of edges in the 
elementary chain joining Ni and Nj. Indeed, when d(i, j) = 1, then Ni 
.md ‘v’ are joined by an edge of T(G) and ( 17) holds trivialfy. Suppose 
that f 17) is true for d < d(i. f). Now if iit is the case that i < j, then by 
(9) and Lemma 4.2, 
hence by (? 31, 
r= r(i), arid also the elementary chain between Nkl 
A - es. ‘I%.: inductive hypothesis can no;v be 
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Eqs. (18) and (19) together verify the claim (17) for d = td(i, j) when 
i < j. A similar argument can be made for the case j < i. By induction, 
the validity of (17) and consequently that of Step 4 have been esta- 
blished. 
5. Computational aspects 
When a network is susceiJtible of a tree-structured representation, the 
algorithm presented here offers import al 1 t advantages LNN standard 
matrix-type techniques for calculating /i *, e.g., the Floyd (generalized 
Gauss-Jordan) method [ 21. Indeed, one of the principal goals of a de- 
composition algorithm is that of allowing computations with arrays 
which are significantly smaller than the original arc value ma.trix LI. Such 
is certainly the case witn the present decomposition algorithm, since the 
required operations only involve submatrices the same size as the origi- 
nal A ij. In fact, the proposed algorithm works with as fine a decomposi- 
tion as can be had, given the special form of the network. Accordingly, 
there can accrue a quite substantial saving in the necessary amount of 
primary computer storage. 
In addition, the present algorithm allows the us: r considerable sek:c- 
tivity in calculating the submatrices Xij of optimal values. When for cx- 
ample the Floyd method is employed, selected optimal values are not 
available until the very end of the calculations, at which time all sub- 
matrices Xii have been determined. For some purposes, however, only 
certain submatrices may in practice be needed. To a large extent, the 
present algorithm generally avoids superfluous ::alculations ince it only 
requires the calculation of the 3171 .- 2 “key” submatrices Xij corres- 
ponding to non-null Aii in the original arc val,re matrix. The remaining 
(YPt - l)(m - 2) submatrices Xii can be calculated, ydesirea”, during 
Step 4 of the algorithm. 
Moreover, because the present algorithm can effectively exploit the 
sparsity of matrix A, the computational labor in computing A * is signi- 
ficantly reduced as compared with the effort required by standard ma- ., 
trix techniques, Suppose for example that ea.& of thl: node sets N1 , &, 
. . . . Nm contains h- elements. Then the use 01‘ the Floyd method to cal- 
culate any B$ entails, as a convenient approximation, k3 elemental mul- 
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men’tat addittiofls. The matrix multiplication of 
0 entails approximately k3 multiplications and 
matrix addition of two k X k matrices entails k2 
~~~i~~~~s. ,~~~or~i~~iIy, it is straightfii>rward to verify that the present 
rithm reqrlires approximately (m2 + 4m - 4) k3 multiplications and 
- 1) k2 additions in order to compute the en,* 
By contrast, the Floyd method applied directly to the 
imately m3 ,k3 multiplications and m3 k3 ad- 
there is no reason why the submatrices B$ cannot 
y further applying the decomposition algo- 
that subnetworks based on the individual node sets A$. 
asic network treated by Land and Stair: 
oti tfr rn can be considered more suitable t.h.an 
atithcxs [ 5 1. Indeecl, the Land-Stairs ape 
tional purposes the basic configuration 01’ 
tv;n ~~~~~lbiri~~vUY RIO& SCZS: IV9 w ~1’~ , “‘1/2 w Nm , . . . . N, -1 u N, , where 
!\I ftt is a “barrier” node set for the network. However, such a configura- 
tion is inappropriately large - in fact, the present algorithm demon.. 
stratcs that it is only necessary to use as ON’s basic unit the individual 
r2c/ch? sels 4% 1 $ A$ ) . . . . i?Jm . Thus, the amount of required primary storage 
~3~3 be signIficanf!y reduced through implementation of the present algo*- 
Mtn:. 
th the preser:t algorithm and the Land-Stairs method provide the 
same degree of selectivity in that only the key submatrices Xii noust be 
determined. Wwever, in the calculat ion of these key submatrices, the 
present a@Drithm is expected to Grovide a significant reduction in com- 
putatiocal abor. For example, if all m node sets N, contain k elements, 
then the present algoriti:m requires approximately (‘7~ --- 6) k3 multi- 
p~~cat~o~s ;.nd (7~2 - 6) k3 + 2(nz - 1) k2 additions to ca’lcC,te all key 
atnces. By way of compzisonr the Land-Stairs met.‘lod requires 
12) k” multi$cations and (14n9 - 12) r4c3 acldi- 
5 to caPulate these same submatrices. 
Morcc>vet, ~Qvr?l speGafize to the type of network considered by liu 
is definitely preferable to the method 
c modified by Hu and Torres [4] and more re- 
sting methods for treating suck net- 
:= 26 -+ I node sets I+$ into t + 1 IWV 
i”!, , w, w AVs $I Iv, ) “., 
However, such an approach requires 
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excessive primary storage as compared with the prcsznt algorithm, which 
works directly with the individuuS node sets ‘vi. 
Furthermore, the present algorithm has the advantage of allowing 
more selectivity in the calculation of the submatrices Xii. In truth, the 
existing Hu-type methods all require the calculation of 2t -- 2 non-key 
submatrices (for example&,) in addition to the 6t + 1 key submatrices. 
With the present algorithm, however, these non-key submatrices need 
not be calculated at all if they are not of interest. Finally, in calculating 
these non-key submatrices together with all key submatrices, the present 
algorithm is expected to reduce substantiahy the amount of computa- 
tional labor, as compared with ,any of the existing methods. For exam- 
ple, suppose that all node sets contain II- elements. Then the Hu-Torres 
modification [4] of the original (and ?GSS efficient) Hu procedure [3] 
requires for such calculations pproximately (S4t - 30) k3 multiplica- 
tions and (542 -- 30) k3 additions. By [employing the modification of 
Yen [ 81 3 this number can be streamlined to approximately 
(39 - .16) k3 multip1ication.s and (3% - 1G) k3 additions. Yet, in or- 
d!er to calculate these same 8r - 1 submatrices, the present algorithm 
only requires approximately (16t - 1) k3 multiplications and 
(16t - 1) k3 + (3t) k* additions. 
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